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College Land Sale Proposed
For Funding Law Building
Terry Grinnald
tudents walk the
hall of ' lar hall·Wythe with
haunted eyes these days, the
rea on may be the ghostly
names that apparenU only law
tudent
ee threatening to
engulf their small building .
\Vhatever plans and effocts have
been given birth by the minds of
Dr. Graves and the Board of
Visitor have been born beneath
a blanket of silence. 0 perhaps
It is not
urpri ing that
mutterings have arisen within
the law sc hool to the effect that
faint violin notes hanging in the
air outside the windows of Dr.
Graves office in Ewell Hall do
not, in fact , originate from the
adjacent Music Department but
in reality herald the rebirth in
college policy of that leronian
pirit that metamorphosed the
glory of Rome into an
B~

If ma ny

overabundance of charcoal.
Into this well of silence Judge
Hal J . Bonney. Jr. , the new
president of the William and
Mary Law chool Association
has thrown the gage of a
practical pla n, publicly voiced,
for raising at least part of the
fund s needed for the new
building. Reaction to the Bonney
plan has been mixed , but no one
has denied tha t as to si mplicity
or olidity it is so far the
preeminent solution .
Bonney' plan i for the
college to ell orne of the
exce , undeveloped land it
pre enU hold . In addition to
the
pre ent
campu
of
approximately 300 acre, the
college owns orne 900 acres of
unde veloped land.
orne 500
ac re of thi i contiguou to the
pre ent campu, extending
beyond Lake 1atoaka. More

Former Senator Spong

Rumored Dean Choice
By nne Gordon Greever
Former .. enator William
B. pong Jr . will be offered the
dean hip of the 1arshall·Wythe
School of Law , according to
unconfirmed but uncontradicted
media reports . The action is
expected at the college Board of
ov . 21 meeting.
Visitor
A sociate Dean Timothy
ulJivan , chairperson of the
search committee, would ay
only that his committee has
discu sed the position with the
former enator . Other sources
a y,
however ,
tha t
the
committee
ha
definitely
na rrowed its choice to pong and
that the college's Board of
Visitors
has
tentatively
approved the selection .
pong confirmed that he has
had
talk ,
which
he
characterized as preliminary,
\-nth William and fary officials
a bout the post, but he has not
indicated how he will respond if
the position is offered .
pong, a Portsmouth attorney

F ormer U.S. Senator
Willia m B. Spon g J r .

and part· time lecturer at
1arshall·Wythe, is cheduled to
as um'e the presidency of the
Virginia Bar Association and
has s tudied international law at
the University of Edinburgh and
Cambridge
niversity . He
teach es a
eminar , The
Con titution and Foreign Policy ,
at Marshall·Wythe during the
second semester.
He held a nited States Senate
sea t from 1966 to 1972 , when he
was defeated by Republican
incumbent William Scott. Spong,
a Democrat. had previously
served in the state House of
Delegates and Senate.
He is con idered by many
tudents and faculty members to
ha e the necessary professional
and political reputation to
achieve needed improvements
at the law school. Some
observers said Spong 's stature
in the tate , particularly among
legislators , would improve the
school's chance to get funding
for a new law building. which
school administrators sa y is
neces!iary
to
solve
its
accreditation problems with the
American Bar Association .
In addition, observers say ,
pong's presence would attract
well·qualified students and
faculty and would aid the law
school in wresting more
autonomy from the college
governing bod y and college
President Thomas A. Graves Jr.
The ABA has criticized the
school's lack of control over such
internal matters as promotions
and tenure.
pong was chosen from more
than 100 applications foc the
deans hip. He is the only
candidate with whom the search
committee
held
formal
discussions .

include the old Ea tern tate
Ho pital property where the
location of the new law chool i
an ticipated once it comes to
pa .
However, another tract of
approximat el y 245 acres is
located some three m iles out
Ric hmond Road , across the
railroad tracks and adjoining
the Waller Mill Park area . It is
the ite of the old airport and is
presently unddeveloped and
largely wooded . Bonney would
have the college sell this land foc
a portion of the funds needed foc
the new building and , with this
as a n indication of the college 's
dedication to the new law school ,
request the additional funds
from the state legislature.
In his letter dated October 15 ,
and
addressed
to
" The
President, Rector , and Board of
Visi tors of the College of William
and Mary ," Bonney emphasized
that the a rea is " adjacent to
booming bu iness expansion and
is zoned for light industry."
Further, Bonney pointed out that
a present statute al/ows the
conege to sen the land to raise
ca pital outlay on the direction of
the Board of Visi tors and the
approval of the governor . He
suggested tha t this is a
" propitious time " and a proper
rea on for such a sale .
Another, though much smaller
tract also mentioned in the
judge's letter for possible sale, is
an area of a pprox imately 25
acres now cut off from the
college by the extension of
Monticello Road to Ironbound
Road .
Honney I' timate that the ale
of the airport tract alone would
bring a minimum of $5,000 per
acre up to a possible $10,000 per
acre for a total of from
ap proximatel y $\ ,2 45 ,000 to
$2, .t50 .000.
The
pre ent
anticipated need for a new law
school building is 5.6 million
dollar , a figure set in January
of thi year however , and
certainly to be rai ed in the
future .
Though the sale of the airport
tract at its best price would raise
only perhaps half the needed
funds, such partial seU·help by
the college would directly
ans ...... er
the
requirement
expressed by some state
legislators , expressly Senator
Willey of the powerful Senate
Finance Commi ttee, that the
college s hould find some way to
come up ...... ith part of the needed
funds if it wishes to find the
legislature sympathetic .
In a persona l interview ,
Bonney expanded upon his
letter. Regarding th ree possible
futures for the airport property,
other than that he proposes, he
found them all lacking . The
obvious alternative of continuing
to hold onto the land , he found
dangerous . Other state agencies
St>e " La nd ." p. 4

The College of William and
Mary owns some 900 acres of
undeveloped land. Some 500 of
this is contiguous to the present
campus. Judge Hal J . Bonney

Jr. has proposed a plan to seD
some of the excess , undeveloped
land to fund the proposed new
law building.

BSA Chairman Cites
Reasons Against GBSA
By Loui Gonnella
A key figure in the drive to
establish a separate Graduate
Board of Student Affairs is Jeff
Leppo. chairperson of the Board
of
tudent Affairs . In an
interview with the Amicus,
Leppo. a junior biology major ,
related his views on this issue.
Q : In
a recent Amicus
editorial it \\as cited that the law
s tudent
directl.Y receives
roughly $U .50 out ofthe $ 1 .00 he
pa y in student activities fees .
Are the I' figures correct?
A: The editorial's figures are
perfectly correct however, you
have to consider that graduate
students are getti ng benefits
from other things (i.e . the
Flathat. the Echo, & WCWM l. In
the end it balances out.
Q ': Many law tudents do not
participate in any of these
ac tivitie nor do they wish too. Is
it fair to force graduate students
to pay for things they do not
participate in ?
A : The publications which
derive thei r funds the BSA are
beneficial to the entire college
comm unity . If the graduate
portion of the funds were
withd rawn the public ati ons
would be hurt and the quality of
these organizations would be
lowered . If graduate students do
not ta ke advantage of them it is
their own choice. They have the
oppor tunity to do so.
Q : Wha t are your views about
a separate Graduate Hoard of
tudent Affai r ?
A: I a m opposed to it in terms
of funding . There is an
advantage to a centralized
budget procedure. The BSA,
which all ocates funds , is made
up of representatives from all
segments of the campus. The
finance committee, which draws
up the budget, has two graduate
representatives
(Jaw
&
bu iness ) on it along with three
undergraduates , the Dean of
Students, faculty, and the
Director of Student Affairs (ex
officio ) so there is input from
va rious segments.
Q: The gra d uate's official
reoponsI' to this is that while this
rna ' be true, they would rather
ha ndle t heir ow n financi al
affairs direc tly. How do you
res pond to this?

A: Students are handling their
own affairs within the BSA. If a
separate GBSA were created the
BSA would be weakened and so
would the graduate voice .
Q : Do you then oppose it
because you fear a 10 s of pwoer
for your orrice and more
particularly for you personally?
A: I am not concerned with
personal power. A lot of good
comes from the BSA as it is
presently composed . If the
graduate students leave the
input would be weakened .
Q : If
the
graduate
organizations decided to go over
your head and see President
(;raves what action would you
take if any?
A: I would wa n! to have my
say and input - it is only fair
since it would have an effec t on
the Board. As a matter of fact, I
have an
interview with
President Gra ves on ovember
4 and one of the items we will be
discussing is this issue. I will
express to him my opinions on
this so he can be made aware of
them .
Q . Some students have called
for obstructionist parliamentary
tactics in BSA meetings. Are you
concerned about it?
A: No . But, this is not a
challenge for it to happen! The
graduate students have il voice .
It would not serve any purpose.
If they want, the Board can set
aside a day for them to come in
and hear their views . Our
meetings are always open to the
public. They take place once
every two weeks on Thursdays
at 4 :00 p.m . in Room "C" of the
Cam pus Center.
Q: If the graduate students
engaged in a student activity fee
boycott how effective do you
think it would be?
A: I do not think they can
effectively do it but again, this is
not a challenge on my part.
Q: Right now there are four at
large student representatives
elected by the undergra duates.
Would you favor a change
whereby the graduate students
cou ld also participate in those
elec tions?
A: I will reserve comment on
that. I am not sure I could be
convinced to favor it unless
See "Leppo," p. 5
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By Guy Strong
The current state of unrest
that Law Students are suffering
over the ABA's accreditation
challenge and the overcrowding,
underfunding , a nd lack of
autonomy here at the Law
School which resulted in that
crisis makes a discussion of the
true role which all Graduate
Students play in this College
especially timely .
The present conflict between
the College and the Law School
over the latter's future is a
reflection of the larger problem
of the College being unable to
correctly perceive of itself as a
true university , rather than as
the old undergraduate college it
had been si nce Jefferson 's days .

\'ery nature of such a political
organization demands that its
participants lobby . cajole. and
push their wa y into a favorable
position or suffer the adverse
consequences of inactivity. We
have earned our lumps and the
time has come for Law Students
to make a serious attempt at
utilizing the BSA as an effective
tool with which to seek solutions
to Graduate concerns.
Recent moves by the BSA and
the College administration have
signaled their interest in movirig
away from their past practice of
ignoring Graduate Student
compla ints . It would be wise for
all Graduate groups to take
advantage of this trend in order
to achieve a semblance of
realistic equality in the College
that goes far beyond the hollow
" university" rhetoric displayed
in ' College brochures and other
official College statements.
If the BSA is truly interested in
the welfare of a ll the students it
represents it should be actively
s uppor ted by a ll Grad uate
Students. However, if it is just
putting on a show in order to
appease those Graduate Student
leaders. includi ng m yself , whose
dissatisfaction with the BSA
Finance Committee 's unfair
allocation of student activities
funds and t he BSA's past
unwillingness to ser iously
consider Graduate concerns, has
led to the call for a separate, but
equal Graduate Board of Student
Affairs . then we ' should
challenge the status quo and
push for a new order.
is
cu rren tly
Th e SBA

attem pting to work within the
framework afforded by the BSA
for the betterment of all Law and
Graduate tudents. Our student
representative , Heather Dorion ,
is an active and vocal
participant at BSA board and
committee meetings . Hopefully,
we will soon have an equally
energetic Law faculty member
on the BSA as well. After thus
correcting our past faults we
should carefully observe the
BSA and its work over the
coming months so as to make a
rational and accurate judgment
of its success or failure at fai r
and impart ial representation of
a ll the students enrolled in the
College.
In effect. the stance of
Graduate Students in regards to
the B A should be to " wait and
see. ,. The College and all those
connected with it. especially the
members of the BSA, must
recognize the full significance of
the contribu tions made _by
Graduate Students to the
reputation and excellence of this
institution . We deserve to be
, rea ted as the equals of
Undergraduates and the special
. natures of our studies and our
li ves must be ta ken into
consideration by all other groups
in the Co llege comm unity .
Hopefully. the BSA will be in the
vanguard of those pushing for
the positive reformation of the
College's self·image in order to
ac hi eve equal rights and
opportuni ties for -all Graduate
Students. If it is not , it will not be
fulfilling the role in the College
for which it was designed.

Is there a need for a sE;!parate GBSA (Graduate Board of
Student Affairs )? Considering all the facts , the answer would
appear to be no.
Recently an editorial reported that the Law School
receives roughly $14.50 out of the $18.00 student activity fee
paid. Up until the end of this year's funding of the Colonial
Lawyer the amount was close to $22.00. If the Colonial Lawye r
is revived (and recent indications now point in that direction)
the sum should return to about the $22.00 per student mark .
Yet, even if the return never rose over the present level one
has to consider where the missing $3.50 goes. Membership in
the college community brings with it certain fringe benefits.
In return for a contribution of $3.50 one gets free Flat Hats , a
pass to all home games, the right to ender the Pub (non
students are barred admission ), student rates for college
plays , lectures etc . Some do not take advantage of these but
many do (we could annex the Pub if they ever took a vote
there one night). On the whole, this is not too much to pay for
campus "citizenship."
One aspect of this lack of·
In addition there are problems inherent in a GBSA : 1.) A accurate self-perception is the
body like this requires members who have both time and awkward pOSition Graduate
energy to devote. Law school gives one little of either ; 2.) In a Students are expected to assume
GBSA the Law School would , due to its size, have to have the vis-a-vis Undergraduates. After
controlling vote. Responsible budgeting requires that some decades of being considered
get their toes stepped on. Since no Law School ·representative " second-class citizens" by
is going to "screw his own," the other graduate schools would Undergraduates and College
suffer. Soon we would be labeled as the " oppressor" and our administrators alike it has been
for Graduate and Law
former allies would become the " oppressed. " Do we really hard
Students to impress either
need this aggravation? 3.) In every funding battle between College or Undergraduate
the SEA and the clubs , the SBA has used the BSA as its Student lea ders with t he
whipping boy. A GBSA would bring the chickens home to importance of our concerns or to
roost. No longer would the cry " it's not our fault it's the BSA" convince them of the basic
be heard in the land, and the budget meetings, which are unfairness of the level of support
and funding we have been
hostile now, would become a fiscal nightmare!
However , realization that a GBSA is unnecessary is not receiving from the College. The
an endorsement of the status quo. Electoral reform is called differences there are between
for . Presently in addition to the four undergradua te class graduate a nd undergraduate
representatives , there are four elected at large. Eledion of programs and students have
not been recognized,
these representatives should be open to all students! The simply
much less seriously considered
rationale for an at-large representative is to have a person by those in power.
who reflects the total view. With such a simple change this
would be accomplished. Additionally, these four students
Theoretically, the Board of
would have more consideration for graduate problems (i.e. Student Affairs, since it is the
one does not ignore the voter).
onl y group which brings
In order to fill the recently vacated Secretary's position the SBA
A second change would be the passage of a rule barring together students , facu lty, and will hold a special election on Wednesday, November 19. The deadline
administrators
from
the
entire
faculty members from serving as graduate faculty
for interested students to file their nominations is 2:00 a.m. Friday,
representatives if they also teach on an undergraduate level. College , should have offered November 14 , at which time a candidates meeting will be held in the
The purpose of having a representative from a particular disgruntled Graduate Students SBA office. All those individuals who want to run for the position
subdivision is to get that entity's unique viewpoint. A person the forum necessary to initiate should contact Steve Conte, SBA Vice-President for information.
all-campus dialogs on Graduate
with overlapping contacts hardly serves that purpose .
problems. Such subjects as the
Such reforms, if promptly carried out, can do much to vi rtual
non·existence
of
end the current distrust and alienation felt by graduate Graduate
housing ,
the
students. The end result can only strengthen the BSA ; underfunding of the Law School,
i naction now could be fatal !
the
lack
of
Gradua te

Special Election

-LGG
-CJM

JlCommittee Forum" Proposed
A new column will appear in the next issue of the Amicus
Curiae. Its purpose will be to provide a forum for student
representatives on faculty committees to inform the student.
body of the work being done in the committees and to solicit
student opinions on any issues coming before such committees.
.
Entitled "Committee Forum," the column will contain
short paragraphs (as currently used in Hanes Briefs) written
by each student representative to faculty committees.
Student representatives are asked to briefly summarize what
issues are before the committee they are appointed to and list
any decisions taken by such committees.
While not intended to be a " blow-by-blow" account of
what goes on at faculty committees, the column should inform students of business before each committee and more
important, students will be better able to determine whether
the student representatives to faculty committees are attending meetings. and adequately repres-enting student
.opinion. Also, it is hoped that the column will allow students
an opportunity to express their opinions on various issues
considered in faculty committees.
Obviously, the column will not prove helpful ~less the
various representatives to faculty committee take time and
submit brief paragraphs about the action of each one's
.faculty committee. Student representatives are asked to
contact either Margaret Askew or Sandy Spooner for more
information about the column. Copy deadline for the first
column will be November 17. Copy should be submitted by
that time to Spooner or Askew. The column will prove to be
informative only if student representatives take advantage of
the opportunity being offered and utilize the new column.

scho larsh ips and t he other
numerous difficulties a nd
inequities all Graduate Students
are expected to bear up under
without complaint could have
been brought out into the open
for a ll to see.
But until very recently the
BSA has been an organization
dominated by strong proUndergraduate administrators
and students. In that sense it was
a mirror image of the College it
served. The majority of its
members have apparently been
unable to grasp the fact that a
Grad ua te ' s
ed uc a tional
experience was indeed different
from an Undergraduate's and so
wer e our needs and that our
dissatisfaction
was
truly
grounded on fact rather than
fancy .
,
It has to be admitted that in
the past some Graduate
faculties and student bodies,
especially at the Law School.
have showed little interest in the
BSA or its work . For example.
last year our facul ty and student
representa tives
did
not
regularly attend BSA meetings
and seldom participated in BSA
a ctivities . A representa tive
governing
body
cannot
effectively react to concerns or
problems of which it is not
directly informed. Indeed, the
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World Peace Through Law
Conference Provides Forum
By Waiter Williams
And Jim Dickson
Some 5,000 members of the
world legal eommunity recently
convened in Washington. D.C.,
for World Peace Through Law
Conference. Attending that
Conference
were
James
Dickinson and Professor Walter
Williams.
The highlights of the
Conference consisted 'of the
Mock International Court of
Justice demonstration and the
resolutions presented to the
Conference by the various
workshops that covered such
diverse issues as the Law of the
Sea .
InternationalTerrorism ,
and the Utility of the United
ations.
Dickinson served as a law
clerk to Justice Imam , former
Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of Sudan who replaced
Justice Aboukheir who was
unable to attend the Conference.
The issue presented to the Court
concerned an oil boycott
imposed by the States of Pi ,
Sigma and Tau. In retaliation
Delta and Gamma imposed a
food boycott. In its decision the
Court held ( 6-1) that the
economic measures taken by all
the states were against the
principles of international law
forbiddening aggression and
that appropriate compensation

for injury done to the various
partIes would t>e determmed l>y
an independent board of
enquiry.
Dissenting to the opinion was
Justice Imam who announced
that he would release his opinion
at a "iter time. According to
Sources at the World Peace
Through Law Center the various
opinions of justices would be
published in the Journal printed
by the Center.
Williams was the principal
author of the Washington
Declaration
of
World
Interdependence .
The
Declaration of the Conference
will be cirulated throughout the
world by the World Peace
Through Law Center in
Washington,
D .C.,
which
sponsored the Conference to set
forth the predominant concerns
that Conference participants
wish to emphasize to world
leaders and members of the
world legal profession.
Williams'
resolution
recognized that " governments
have begun to recognize this
ever increasing interdependence
by accelerating developIl)ent of
international
law
and
institutions promoting - the
common interests of our world
community and seeking world
peace through law."
"Neve rtheless ," asserts
Williams, " major problems
continue that drastically hinder
all people in their common goal,
. . . Although mankind has
developed a technology that
opens new vistas for all , human
society to date has failed
sufficiently to recognize the
intensity of interdependence and
to create the necessary
institutions to coordinate
cooperation in eradicating its
common problems."
The Conference through its
declaration state that "the time

has come for all peoples and
governments to acknlowledge
fully our global interdepence by
crossing t hat fundamental
threshold
from
na tiona I
competition to international
cooperation, from parochialism
to universality. " It reminds
members of the world legal
profession. who have a central
role in the enforcement of the
rule of law that they " are under
special obligation to enlighten
public opinion and to influence
decision makers. as to the
constructive role of law in
dealing with international
problems."
The October conference, the
seventh of its kirid since the
World Peace Through .Law
Center was formed in 1963 at a
meeting of judges and lawyers of
120 nations in Athens, Greece,
addressed itself to such
problems as denial of humall
rights , the aggravated refugee
problem, the disparity of
econom ic developmen t and
growing national arsenals.
Recently the Center launched
a landmark program to increase
the number of countries
adhering to multinational
trea ties. For its first effort in
this a rea the Center is
attempting to gain a wider
acceptance and implementation
of the Convention and Protocol
Relating to the Status of

scene,
the
world
legal
profession , acting through the
Conference, continued its efforts
to ensure peace with justice for
all under the law. With that goal
in mind, and spurred on by the
stirring wordS in the address of
Sir Philip Noel-Baker that,
" Nothing endures unless it is
founded on the Rule of Law," the
Conference
paid
special
attention in its working sessions
to the implementation of various
international legal concepts and
instruments affecting the world
community . the Conference
adopted resolutions not only
calling universal attention to the
urgent need for progressive
development
and
implementation of international
law , but also establishing
continuing programs of action in
this regard by the World Peace
Through
Law
Center.
IIIus tra t i ve of this were
resolutions creating a Standing
Committee on the Rights of
Women , and a program of
promotion and dissimination of
information on women's rights;
a Standing Committee on Legal
Services to the Poor , and a
program of promotion of legal
services to individuals and
societa l groups;
and
a
Commission on Problems of
International Law Underlying
Improvement of Health Services
for the Poor in Developing

Refugees.

Countries.

Th e
Center
maintains
communication
with
bar
associations, law schools and
law libraries through its bimonthly publication "World
Jurist, " which spotlights law
developments, court decisions
and legal news world-wide. The
Center has official status in the
United Nations as a nongovernmental organization.
The text of the Washington
Declaration
of
World
Interdependence, of which Prof.
Williams was the principal
author, follows .
Background
Once again the World Peace
Through Law Center, in · its
Seventh
Conference
at
Washington, has afforded the
forum for more than 5,000
members of the world legal
profession to contribute to world
peace through the further
extension of the acceptance of
the rule .of law for the solution of
problems
facing
the
international community.
The Conference dealt not only
with new problems facing the
world
community ,
but,
unfortunately , had again to deal
with many of the same problems
considered in previous sessions.
International apathy regarding
. such problems has led not only to
their perSistence but also to their
aggravation . The continued
denial of human rights, the
aggravated refugee problem,
the disparity of economic
development,
and
the
increasingly growing national
arsenals of destruction with
consequent waste of resources,
can only lead to further
international
tension
detrimental to the cause of
peace.
Despite these dis couraging
aspects of the international

Since one of the primary
means of ensuring the proper
observance of the rule of law is
the presence of a court that can
consider and decide upon
disputes affecting international
peace, the Conference directed
its attention to the International
Court of Justice and adopted
proposals for strengthening the
international
judicial
machinery. Problems for
international security posed by
the spread of nuclear weaponry
and technology and by terrorism
were the subjects of Conference
resolutions calling for effective
international action. Realizing,
further, the interdependence of
implementation of rules of
international
law
and
achievement of international
justice in the management of
natural
resources,
the
Conference adopted resolutions
production and
on food
distribution, the 1976 Conference
on the Law of the Sea, and
pollution of the seas and the
stratosphere.
The problem of refugee
populations continues to pose a
dra rna tic challenge to the
implementation of human rights
and a serious threat to
ma intenance of international
peace and sec uri ty. The
Conference
approved
a
comprehensive program of
assistance, calling for accession
and adherence to the 1959
European Agreement on the
Abolition of Visas for Refugees
and
other
international
agreements benefiting refugees ;
urging governments to afford to
refugees all rights under
international and domestic law,
and advocating the principle of
international solidarity in
facilitating voluntary
repatriation of refugees and

BPof'essor Walt Williams and
third-year
student
Jim
Dickinson write the Commentary this week - based on
the World Peace Through Law

Conference they attended in
October. Both Williams and
Dickinson took active parts in
the international conference.

sharing burdens of refugee
support and settlement. The
problem of implementation of
human rights has moved to
center stage in international
concern. This Conference
approved many resolutions
concerning various aspects of
human rights, including the
prevention of torture and
inhuman punishment, the
treatment of prisoners, the
granting of diplomatic and
territorial asylum to those
subjected to the threat of
persecution, the reunion of
families , and the freedom of
international movement of
individuals.
ResolUtion
Mindful that mankind now
stands at an historic crossroad ,
confronted both with great
problems and with great
opportunities, and mindful that
even as the Conference meets,
our host country prepares to
celebra te the decision two
hundred years ago by thirteen
small colonies that they were
truly interdependent in their
struggle for self-determination,
.the Seventh World Peace
Through Law Conference now
issues this
Declaration Of World
Interdependence
-Humanity shares this planet
Earth in a social system of
States and other groups ; a social
system marked not by exclusive
independence,
but
by
interdependence :
interdependence in security, in
economic development , in
management
of
natural
resour.ces - interdependence in
all acts taken to secure those
values sought by human society.
-In
recent
decades ,
governments have begun to
recognize this ever increasing
interdependence by accelerated
development of international
law and institutions promoting
the common interests of our
world community and seeking
world peace through law.

-Nevertheless, major
problems
continue
that
drastically hinder all peoples in
their common goal of "life,
liberty and the pursuit of
happiness ." Although mankind
has developed a technology that
opens new vistas for all, human
society to date has failed
sufficiently to recognize the
intensity of interdependence and
to crea te the necessary
institutions to coordinate
cooperation in eradicating its
common problems.
Therefore, This Conference
Declares
1. That an people" and their

governments are now and
forever inextricably intertwined
in their pursuit of human values;
in their search through time and
space for the meaning, the goal
of human existence ;
2. That mankind is an
indivisible entity - if any person
hungers or thirsts or knows any
want of well-being, we all know
want; if any person suffers
deprivation of human rights, we
all suffer and are jointly
diminished in our human
dignity;
3. That the time has come for
all peoples and governments to
acknowledge fully our global
interdependence by crossing
that fundamental threshold from
national
competition
to
international cooperation, from
parochialism to universality;
4. That the members of the
world legal profession, having a
central role in the enforcement
of the rule of law, are under
special obligation to enlighten
public opinion and to influence
decision makers as to the
constructive role of law ·in
dealing with international
problems, and
5. That we, the members of
this Conference, do hereby in the
cause of world peace through
law pledge our lives, our
fortunes, and our sacred honor.
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Sale Of Unused
Land Proposed
Continued from p. 1
might make use of it, taking it
from the college if it remains
unused, he said.
A second solution might be to
sell the iand and use the
proceeds for an endowment fund
for the college. It has been
rumored, he said, that this is the
use favored by the college.
Bonney feels, however, that such
a use for derived funds , however
worthy, would not be as wise as
would be their application to a
new Law School. Moreover, he
feels that Governor Godwin
would likely agree with this view
to the point of refusing sale for
such a reason.
Finally there is what Bonney
calls
" other
particular
purposes" which he dismissed
saying that no purpose more
crucial than the new Law School
has been suggested.
Bonney stresses that there is
precedent for his plan. Property
held by ' the college was sold a
few years ago to help finance the
building of Swem library.
Both President Graves and
Willits H. Bowditch of the Board
of Visitors declined to comment
directly upon the suggestion.
Bowditch said that the Board
had not yet debated the
suggestion, though it was likely
to come up at the November 21
meeting, and that in any case the
question was primarily one for
President Graves.
Graves spoke in an interview
for an hour on his recognition of
the need for a new law school
building, his determination to
see that one is eventually
provided, and the efforts that
are presently being made to
explore all sources for funds
including "alumni, foundations,
private donors and revenue
bonds," but as to Bonney's plan
he declined to speak specifically,
citing a major land use study
presently under way as to all
college land, and saying "It is
difficult and inappropriate to
pull out part of that plan and
hold it up to a spotlight."
Both Graves and Bowditch
were concerned that publicity
over the Bonney plan might

possibly hinder the college later
in any attempt to get the best
market price should it decide to
sell the airport tract . Neither '
elaborated, however, on how this .
injury might worked.
Graves and Bowditch both
spoke positively as to the law
school itself, and as to their
desire to obtain the new building
the school needs.
Graves said "I am ,confident
we are going to get the building.
What I'm not sure about is the
timing." When asked if the
college might take the easy way
out and cut down the number of
students at Marshall-Wythe,
Graves stated flatl y that
"Cutting down the number of
students is not a solution."
Graves went on to cite the
restricted economy as the chief
villain in the affair. He, as did
and
Bonney ,
Bowditch
expressed agreement with
Governor Godwin's policy of
living within the budget in
Virginia . Graves cited New York
City as the obvious bad example
of the end result of deficit
spending.
However, he agreed that the
tight money policy will restrict
funds to the point where money
for the new law school , will be by
no means a certainty in this
biennium . Graves mentioned the
state's penal system as the likely
recipient of the majority of the
state's capital outlay funds from
this session. Moreover, even
within the sphere of education,
Graves pointed to the need for
new buildings at J . Sargent
Reynolds Community College,
for a new undergraduate library
at V.P.L and the correction of
library problems at the
University of Virginia ,a s prime
competitors for the funds
available.
Bowditch expressed his
determination not only to find
funds for a new Law School, but
to see Marshall-Wythe grow into
a great institution . However he,
like Graves, was not positive
when the money for a new
building would be found . He

Moot Court Teall1
Falls At Regionals
In our last installment the
method by which the Moot Court
team might reach fame and
fortune and bring greater glory
to M-W was disclosed . This past
weekend the team took the first
'step in that quest with the result
being a fatal fall .
The scene was the Regionals
in Winston-Salem where our two
teams had gone to compete
against fourteen other teams
from the states of Virginia.
North Carolina, West Virginia
and Kentucky. The protagonists
were, Steve Kalista , Ed
Passarelli, and Larry Glanzer,
on the " A" team, and Tony
Giorno, Dane Mills, and Ellen
Pirog on the "B" team.
The case involved an antitrust
action with first amendment
ramifications. The briefs had
already been submitted and the
procedure for argument would

be preliminaries and quartel'
finals on Friday. semi-finals on
Saturday morning, and finals on
Saturday night. For our teams
the competition was over on
Friday.
The loss in the Regionals
naturally eliminates M-W from
the finals in New York, at least
for this year. There is still the
In vitational in the Spring ,
however. and optimism that our
team will achieve victory there.
When Harvard suffered its
first defeat in the National Moot
Court competition it withdrew
from all future Nationals . M-W's
team will compete with greater
resolve next year. It might be
said then, that even though our
team did not win the Regionals
we had a moral victory over
Harvard in the area of
competitive spirit.

Professor Tom Collins received
a certificate of appreciation
from the Publications Council at
a faculty meeting last Friday.

Collins served on Publications
Council from it's inception unth
this year, serving also as
chairman of the-Council. Durin.,g.

this time the Council grew UJitil _
now recognized as a major
student activities committee.

expressed his confidence in
Graves' handling of the
situation, saying that the
president of the college "is doing
everything he possibly can to
move this thing in the right
way."
As to his support for the Law
and
its
future
School
development, Bowditch felt that
his sentiments were attributable
to the other members of the
Board of Visitors as well.
Aside from the feasibility
factor concerning Bonney's
proposal , selling the airport
property raises questions as to
the needs of the Law School as
compared to the needs of the rest
of the college and even as to the
needs of the community itself.
As to the economics of the
proposal, despite Bonney 's
opinion that the land might be
lost if not utilized or sold, others'
feel that the college's extensive
land holdings represent its
future and are reluctant, even in
the face of the American Bar
Association's threats, to declare
that such an emergency exists
as to justify the proposed sale.
Another dilemma , more moral
in character, presents itself to
those
concerned
with
degradation of the environment.
The airport tract is largely
wooded and in its natural state.
At present, the Biology
Department utilizes it as a
nature study area. Sale and
development would end that use
as well as adding to the
diminution that increasingly
detracts from the livability of
the area.
There is some feeling that, as
the largest landholder other than
the military in the area, the
college has some responsibility
to the community as to how to
dispose of its holdings.
One law student with
reservations on the Bonney
proposal is Student Bar
Association president Guice
Strong. Strong characterized the
college's land holdings as "the
most valuable asset the college
has," continuing " I think that we
should try to get the money from
the General Assembly first and
then try to pursue further
avenues. "
Students such as John Carver,
Secretary-Treasurer of the
Environmental Law Group ,
worry' about favoring sale for
development of such land, but
nevertheless express
recognition that such problems
must be balanced against. the

urgent need for a new building
and the possibility that, without
some expression of permanent
policy , saving of the property
from sale today would not
forestall sale in the future for
less reason .
]\Ilost law students, however,
have nothing but praise for
Bonney's plan. Bill Flynn is of
the opinion that " self-help might
impress the legislature. It would
have us come as less than a
charity case." Barbara Jones
said that "We should look into
it. .. Susan Stevick was vehment
that " If we're not going to get it
rrom the legislature, we better
damn well come up with it from
somewhere else!"
Other students expressing
strong favorable reactions to
Bonney's plan are Dwight Jones,
Blair Mitchell and Judy Bennett.
Bennett expressed the opinion
that " they (college officials )
owe a duty to us ," and that this
would be a way for them to
'satisfy it.

At 'the moment the matter
rests in the laps of the Board of
Visitors and President Graves.
Bonney has stated that " The
.Association (W&M Law School
Association ) has simply put the
college on notice that this is the
answer, and that if the college
does not provide some such
course there will be no funds
forthcoming in 1976. " He further
emphasizes
that
"The
Association is of the opinion. on
good cause. that the state
officials would be receptive to
such a suggestion. "
Law students and college
officials alike would no doubt
prefer to find the money another
way. as through
direct
legislative grant. a bond
referendum ,
or
pri va te
donations , but until such
possibilities become more than
mere words , it is to be hoped that
those with the responsibility for
the future of Marshall-Wythe are
taking a long, hard look at the
Bonney Plan.

Nicolo Resigns
Secretary Post
The office of Secretary of the
SBA became vacant on Monday,
November
1,
with
the
resignation of Tony Nicolo. In
departing from the post, Nicolo
said his reasons were primarily
personal and also because of
"basic philosophical differences
with the board as a whole."
Nicolo cited a part-time job
and the fact that he lives in
Newport News as the major
demands on his time which he
felt seriousl y impaired his
ability to be an "efficientyly
functioning " member of the SBA
Executive Board.
However, Nicolo went on to
say that in spite of these
demands on his time he would
have allocated the job the
necessary " priority " on his
time, but "a few things have
happened to make me think that
allocation would be a waste of
time.
"I tend to be an idealist,"
Nicolo said, " and the Board acts
for its own political expediency.
I think that is anathema."
icolo criticized the attitude of
the board as " us v. them ."
Board meetings are often

characterized by a " We've got to
stick together " at mosphere
which in at least one case
conveyed a fa lse impression that
a decision had been reached by
the Board when in fact none had
been taken .
icolo said he
ueueves that this was the
impression conveyed at the prebUdget meeting interviews with
the officers of the various
organizations requesting funds .
The result was that the actual
budget meeting was felt to be a
mere formalit. · by those same
officers.
Nicolo also was at odds with
Board policy vis-a -vis the
facult y and administ ration.
especi~lly in regard to the
manner in which the faculty
e\'aluations filed by the students
each semester are to be used.
"Nowhere have I seen the
student government take their
instructions from the faculty and
then play by their rules ."
SBA President Guy Strong
characterized
icolo
as
"dependable '
and
" an
important Board member, who
did his job well," adding, "I'm
sorry he felt it necessry to
resign ."
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Bonney's . Letter
Supports Sale Of Land
Editor's l'I:ote : The following is
the text of the letter from Hal J .
Bonney. Jr .. president of the
William and Mary Law School
Association, to the Presdient.
Rector and Board of Visitors on
October 15. 1975.
Ladies and Gentlemen :
I am dir ected by the William
and
Mary
Law
School
Association to convey to you the
following statement as a part of
our desire to assist in every
possible way in not only
maintaining the accreditation
granted by the American Bar
Association but in efforts to have
America 's oldest law school
become America 's finest.
Obviously ,
of
immediate
concern is the obtaining of funds
with which to construct the new
facility for the Marshall-Wythe
School of Law.
We certainly share the
concern expressed in the
statement transmitted to the
Governor
regarding
the
indication of possible loss of
accreditation by an American
Bar Association official unless
that agency can be assured on or
before December 1st that a new
la w 'school facility will be
funded, and other deficiencies
corrected. We know, too, that
this is no " threat, " but rather is
a matter of some long standing.
Those of us more intimately
involved with the Law School
were by no means surprised . We
also appreCiate the Governor's
response made within the
context of the recognized
economic
plight
of
t he
Commo nwealth which may
prevent any ass urance of
funding any specific capital
outlay project preliminary to
deliberations on these matters
with members of the General
Assembly. We are encouraged
by his indication that the law
school project will be accorded
careful consideration.
In a spirit of helpfulness and in
the hope that they will be worthy

of your consideration, we would
set before you these thoughts.
(1) Since the ABA report
involves deficiencies in addition
to the physical plant, we
presume these to be resolvable
within the purview of the
administration and-or the Board
of Visitors . We convey the hope
that they can and will be
resolved immediately thereby
avoi ding some subsequent
revelation that might impair the
paramoun t
efforts
being
directed toward the attainment
of the facility. Indeed , these
internal matters have too long
existed unresolved .
2. (2 ) It appears from recent
press reports of a land use study
that the College holds more than
900 acres exclusively of the
approxima te
300
acres
constituting its present campus.
While keenly aware of the costly
experience of educational
institutions with too little land
for expansion , we wonder
however if it would not be timely
to reassess the use of some of
these distant, campus-detached
properties, such as the airport
property. with the view of
disposing of some acreage with
the proceeds being utilized to
help defray the cost of the new
law school facility.
In the event the Board of
Visitors should envision the sale
of some of these properties as
would finance , say one-third of
the cost of the new facili ty, such
an effort on the part of the
College would most certainly be
persuasive to the Governor and
the General Assembly in
providing an appropriation for
the remainder thereby avoiding
the
possibility
of
no,
appropriation at all or including
the project in a bond issue
subject to uncerta in approval by
the voters months hence .
There is precedent for this: in
the 1960's some of the proceeds
from the sale of old Eastern
State Hospital property were
used for the construction of the

Placement Office Moves
As Fall Season Closes
On Monday , November 3,1975,
the Placement Office moved into
new quarters - still on the third
flIor - offices 315 and 316
recently occupied by Professor
Rendleman and the Post
Conviction Assistance Project.
Room 316 will be the
Placement Office. Room 315 will
be developed as a library. This
will mean that those who want to
read fill out forms or make
note~ can be accommondated at
the same time as those who have
questions to ask or resumes to
discusS. The quarters may
appear a bit bare at fi rst but that
means that there will be room to
grow and develop .
As the fall recruiting season
gradually comes to a close , the
character of the Placement
Office will change. The
volumi nou s recruiting
correspondence, the posting of
sign-up sheets. the planning and
posting of interview schedules
will give way to research
projects: the purs ui t of
additional jobs with g2, ernment

agencies , jobs in the area of
public interst, and in other areas
where students have expressed
an interest. The emphasis will
shift from the visits of
representatives from large
fi rms .
agencies
and
corporations to inquiries from
smaller fi rms , law schools
offering fellowships or with
opening on their faculties ,
Commonwealth 's Attorneys,
Judges needing clerks.
Notice of these and a variety of
other opportunities will be
posted on the Bulletin Board as
they come into the Office. A
student interested in any of these
may send his or her resume
directly to the prospective
employer.
Two opportunities recently
posted are an opening in the
office of J. Durwood Felton,
Assistant Attorney General,
P.O. Box 6 L. Richmond, 23282,
and the possibility of an opening
next year in the faculty of V.P .I.
in Blacksburg . The subject
taught would be Business Law.

Earl Gregg Swem Library.
The land use report indicates
some 500 undeveloped, wooded
acres contiguous to the present
campus. It would appear that
this acreage would permit the
College to almost double its
present facilities in the future.
Another 120 acres are located a
few blocks from the campus,
bordering the Colonial Parkway,
and ideally affording future
academic development as well
as faculty and gr aduate student
housing.
The college airport property,
250 acres more or less , is about
three miles from the campus.
Located along Richmond Road,
it is ad jacen t to booming
business expansion and is zoned
for light in<,iustry . An existing
statute permits the College to
sell this property a nd use the
proceeds for capital outlay by
direction of the Board of Visitors
and with the approval of the
Governor.
Further ,
there
is
a
considerable area , twenty-five
acres more or less , removed
from the campus and cut~ff by
the extension of Monticello
Avenue to Ironbound Road . It
has accessible water and sewer
service and is loca ted in a
commercial area . South of this is
another commercially valuable
stretch of College property
contained between the Avenue
extension to the north and the
James City -W illia msburg
Berkeley School to the south.

Attention! Any student, or otherwise, who desires to purchase
one of Guy Coheleach's fme wildlife prints, please contact Steve
Ormond, or Mr. Whitney. The Environmental Law Group appreciates
your patronage.
Three second-year students have been chosen to represent
Marshall-Wythe in the Invitational Moot Court tournament this
spring. They are: Michael Mares, Sally Larabee, and Judy Hwnphries.
SBA and PAD are co.-sponsoring a "liroucho Marx Film
Festival" Nov. 14, 1975. The Festival will feature the Marx Brothers
and The Three Stooges. Beer and other refreshments will be
dispensed at 8:00 with the movies following at 9:00. The Festival will
be held in the "Little Theatre." Everyone is encouraged to attend
what should be one of the best times of the fall.
SBA Board Members are now keeping regular office hours. A
schedule of these hours is posted on the SBA Office door. Students are
urged to drop by and talk to their class representatives of other SBA
officers.
Tuition and general fee for Spring Semester must be paid before
students are permitted to attend clases. Accounts for the spring
Semester will be rendered by the Treasurer-Auditor's Office shortly
after registration.
. Students are reminded that all fees (tuition, general fee,

de~m9ue~t library accounts (Swem and Law Library), xerox,

prmtmg , illegal parking, etc., must be paid before registering for the
Spring 1976 Semester. Registration packets for students delinquent in
the payment of any fees will be withheld until all payments are made.
Second-year student, Steve Roberts, has been awarded the Jim
Bowie Award by the Marshall-Wythe Gaming Society in recognition
of his exceptional display of expertise and preparedness during a
recent expedition.

LSD Client Counseling
Competition Undervvay

We fully recognize that it is the
The Marshall-Wythe School of
Board of Visitors' prerogative
Law is presently seeking
and responsibility to determine
candidates to enter the 1976
the use of properties for the
Client Counseling Competition
future aca demic development of
sponsored by the LSD-ABA. The
the College. We do suggest that
competition
involves
the
now may be a propitious time to
simulation of a law firm
consider the utilization of the
consultation between attorneys
proceeds from the sale of a
and client and attempts to test
portion of the property toward a
the students's ability to counsel
partial funding of the new law
his client. The subject matter of
school facility. We ask your most
the client's problem deals with
ea rnest consideration of this .
contract lihga tion and its
(3) With all of the above in
alternatives.
mind , it would be timely for the
Prior to the day of the actual
Board of Visitors to adopt a
competition students, who work
formal resolution requesting the
in pairs, receive a brief memo
Council of the Section of Legal
concerning the problem. The
Education and Admissions to the
students are asked to prepare a
Bar of the American Bar
memorandum
Association to defer referral of' preliminary
based on the problem as it is
this matter to the House of
then understood.
Delegates of the American Bar
In the actual competition
Association. Surely the record of
immediate past support of the .which takes place at a regional
host law school, at a site not yet
Marshall-Wythe School of Law
determined , each team of
and the action of the College and
State set forth in this letter could students is given forty-five
minutes to consult with its client.
not be ignored.
The firs t thirty minutes are
devoted to an interview during
Finally , the Law School
which the students are expected
Association is most grateful for
to elicit the rest of the relevant
the support afforded the Law
information and propose a
School by the Board of Visitors
solution. During the last quarter
and the College administration.
hour the students may confer
We do not ta ke this for granted
between
themselves
and
and are ful ly aware of the
verbally prepare a post
concern mutually shared. For
interview memorandum .
this we thank you. We have
Applications for the regional
before us an immediate crisis
competition scheduled for
and in the years just ahead a
March 6, 1976 , must be
supreme opportunity , the
submitted by November 24, 1975.
opportunity for the oldest law
The regional winners will then
school to become the nation 's
meet in the national finals at
finest. With its great heritage,
Notre Dame Law School on
its association with the National
March 'l:l. The LSD-ABA awards
Center of State Courts and the
a $100.00 prize to the regional
renewed interest of the citizens
winners and the national winner
of the Commonwealth and of the
and runnerup will receive prizes
Nation. it will become that great
$300.00
and
$150 .000
of
institution.

respectively .
This competition is open to all
the students in the school.
Professor Rendleman is the
faculty advisor for this project.
Those interested in entering this
contest should contact Virginia
Perry in the SBA Office for
additional information .

BSA Chairperson
Jeff Leppo
Against GBSA
Continued from p. 1
there was a clear showing of
unfair representation . The
graduate _students are not really
outvoted, there is a lot of
sympathy for them on the
Board . In my role as
chairperson I try to represent
everyone.
Q: .How
would you , as
chairperson, respond to those
who feel slighted by the BSA?
A: The BSA is working to help
all students. It is aware of the
problems and is trying to cope.
In past years the BSA did not
show enough concern . but this
year it is trying. Last spring, a
special graduate committee was
created (Ed. Note : Guy Strong
participated in this project) to
work on problems that have
arisen in this area . It is doing
things. It has only been
functioning for the last six
weeks . I would say, wait and
give it a full opportunity to
function effectively. Things can
only move so fast. Drastic
actions should only be done when
normal lines are not working.
They are here.
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Undergrad. Pres. Strickland
Comments On M-W Support
By ue Brannan
ndergraduate Student Bod
President Dean
trickland
offered criticism of Law School
efforts to gain the aluable
support of William and Mary
undergraduates, a well as some
hope for support of M-W fund
lobbying, in an interview last
week .
trickland, in office just two
weeks, said he and other student
leaders fear that the same lack
of planning alleged to ha ve
saddled
M-W
with
an
accreditation threat may , in
three
years ,
leave
undergraduates
with
a
mon trous housing shortage.
" Every student here is
concerned about the image of
the school as a whole ," said
trickland . ' If students of the
college don ' t help another
section of the school when it's in
trouble, that throws in doubt how
much support we may get for
measures we want. "
He said the undergraduates
are for the most part concerned
about their own further housing
hortages , but that those
undergraduates
who
are
informed , are concerned about
M-W 's
possible
loss
of
accredita tion

1
I

According to trick land, help administration of the college,
from the undergraduates could could lend further support by
come in the form of a tudent working on proposals uch as
A sociation-backed letter to . selling portion of college;)wned
\\ illiam and Mary alumnae. land in Williamsburg.
trickland also gave his views
However, that idea must be
ca rried to the association by the on the threatened pli t by the
Law School. " A law tudent Law chool from the Board of
tudent Affairs (8 Al. tudent
must come and tell us what we
Bar Association leaders and
can do ; we mu t know the facts
and different approaches that other law students have heavily
would be helpful ,'
said criticized the BSA for returning
less money to the Law School
trickland .
The
undergraduate than is collected in student fees .
newspaper , the Flat Hat , has a While most law student dollars
write-in forum that law students come back to the school in the
can u e to draw attention to the form of support for student
M-W ituation. And, an emissary organization and the Am icu
to the SA. heard by tudent Curi ae , several dollars per
tudent is kept in the general
representatives who would
carry information back to the college kitty for other activities.
dormitories , could also serve to Law students, may, though , go
increase communication . hould to football game free , receive
there be support from the the F lat Hat , and visil the Hoi
undergraduates , the SA could at Poloi pub.
" Anyone who withdraws
least consider a letter to
(from the BSA ris going to hurt
alumnae.
themselves and u ," said
" Whether the A takes 00 the
trickland . "The BSA will ca rry
accreditation problem as a
a lot more weight than the Law
major project and do more than
School or the graduate schools
send out a letter ," said
could by themselves . Everyone
Strickland, would depend on the
wo uld
be
working
by
amoun t of student support." The
themselves , not knowing or
undergraduate section
of
carying what the other sections
V ilIiam and Mary closer to the
of the school would be doing"

Berkeley Cleaners
NEED A TUX?
WE RENT FORTY DIFFERENT STYLES

AND OUR LA UND RY SERVICE INCLUDES
SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES
1208 Jamestown Rd. and
James York 'Shopping Plaza

229·7755
Make Your

At Spring

Newl y-elec ted Student Body
Presiden t Dean Strickland
spoke with members of the
Amicus Curiae taff about the
proposal fo r a se parate board to
handle gradu ate tudent funding. Graduate students have

expressed dissatisfaction with
the present system where the
BSA funds the graduate student
aclivitie with undergradua te
stu d ents
outnumbering
graduate students on the BSA.

Criticism
by
graduate
tudents centers also on the lack
of proportionate representation
on the BSA . Each graduate
school may end one member
and one faculty member to the
BSA . The four at-large members
of the BSA are elected by the
undergraduate student body.
trickland aid he might
support opening the at-large
election to a ll the student body,
but said he thought the
overwhelming majority of
undergradua tes would s till
mean undergraduates and not
graduate s tudents would be
elected .

"G raduate tudents don 't
utilize the resources for they
have now to get support for their
wishes," aid trickalnd . He
suggested more extensive use of
the F'lat Hat and the SA
meetings, as well as better
attendance at BSA meetings, as
ways the graduates could lobby
for more student activity money.
Strickland criticised current
efforts Lo separate the graduate
schools from the administration
of a ll William and Mary student
affair . He sa id that efforts
toward a board of graduate
student a ffair is like "goi ng off
in your own room a nd sulking."

Admissions Comm. Student
Representative Resigns
A misunderstanding between
BALSA and the SBA has
apparently been re olved with
the resignation of P am Boston as
student representative on the
admissions committee. This fall
she had been appoi nted to the

BREAK.

• •
Or Anytime to IIParadise. or Poughkeepsie' ,

faculty com mi ttee by SBA
President Guy Strong.

black tudent representation on
this important committee .
BALSA '
choice ha s been
After la st year 's student , honored in the past, but the final
elections John Mizell , then authority to submit names to the
Convenor of BALSA , gave Dean
for
committee
Strong a list of names as appointments rests with the SBA
pro s pective
committee President. In the appointment of
appointments ; among these was Pam . trong said he felt he had
Bill Balts as repre entative on selected the best qualified
admissions . At that time Strong st udent to serve both the
felt they were only individual interests of the black students
suggestion . and not, as they and the students as a whole.
turned out to be, the official When the appointment was
recommendations of BALSA .
an nounced BALSA a nd Bill
Batts felt there had been a
For the past few years the Law mistake.
School has recognized a need for
It was at this point that Batls
was the official nominee of
BALSA . According to Reginald
Barley , present Convenor ,
BAL A had determined last
spring that Batts was the person
who could best serve the
interests of all students and this
is sti ll their position . He
emphasized
that
the
memberShip has a high regard
for P am 's ability and hopes she
wi ll
be
given
another
appointment. Also BALSA was
~~
in no way trying to pressure her
into resigning by the fact they
continued to support Batts.

We're

Always

Contact:

Colony Travel Agency, LTD.
Over Williamsburg Theatre
229-8684
For:

A irline Tickets
Hotels
Car Rentals
Croises
Tours

Never A Charge For Our Service

Open!

Q.
~

miSter
Donut,®

~

tHTeRNATtOHAl MU\..TtFOOOS C ()t.tPANY

We Promise
-Extra Fresh Donuts
-Freshly Ground Coffee
-Friendl y Service
238 - Second St.
Williamsburg, Va .
(Next To Tudor Car Wash )
220-2281

Even after all this became
clear Strong wanted her to
rema in on the committee .
onetheless Pam resigned last
week. As of this ti me no official
anno uncement
on
her
replacement has been made.
Editor's Note: At the SBA
Board meeting on November 5,
the re ignation of Pam Boston
was accepted, but the Board
declined to confirm Bill Batts by
a vote of six to three .
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U;ftOfA~ Orange

History Of Team's Name
Against The Wall Revealed For First Time

By 1\1a Funt
Some first-year students have
voiced a concern as to how
"different " they will be once
graduated from the hallowed
halls from Marshall-Wythe. I
was only temporarily stumped
before remembering this choice
little example of the difference
between a layman and a lawyer.
The following story has
circulated in many law schools
and firms and can also serve as
a model for transferring
personal property.
When an ordinary man wants

to give an orange to another. he
would say merely . " 1 give you
this orange" - But when a
LA WYER does it. he savs it this
way : ' Know all men by these
presents that I hereby give.
grant, bargain. sell. release.
convey, transfer , and quitclaim

all my right. title , interest.
benefit. and use whatever in, of,
and concerning this chattel.
otherwise known as an orange,
or citrus orantium. together with
all the appurtenances thereto of
skin. pulp. pip, rind. seeds, and
juice. to ha e and to hold the
said orange together with its
skin . pulp. pip. rind , seeds. and
juice. for his own use and behoof,
to himself and his heirs in fee
simple forever. free from all
liens. incumbrances , easements.
limitations. restraints. or
conditions whatsoever. any and
all prior deeds , transfers or
other documents whatsoever,
now or anywhere made to the
contrary notwithstanding, with
full power to bite. cut , suck , or
otherwise eat the said orange or
to give away the same, with or
without its skin. pulp, pip, rind .
seeds , or juice."

SBA Plans Charity
Aluminum Scrap Drive
In an effort to preserve the
environment, 'conserve natural
resources, and assist in
charitable pursuits the Student
Bar Association has organized
an Aluminum Drive here at the
Law School. Aluminum collected
by the SBA will be sold to the
Reynolds Aluminum Recycling
Plant near Busch Gardens and
the proceeds will be donated to
the Williamsburg Area Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals .
It is hoped that Law Students.
Faculty, and Staff will actively
support this program by brining
used aluminum cans , clean
aluminum foil , and TV dinner
trays to the Law School. Large,
clearly-marked trash containers
will be placed in the Coffee Bar
and on the Second Floor for
convenient
deposits
of
aluminum scrap. Also, cold
drinks purchased from the
Coffee Bar icebox (not the
machines ) come in aluminum

cans and individuals are urged
to place their empties in the
recycling containers rather than
discard them.
If you are unsure whether a
can is All-Aluminum it should
be: 1) Seamless; 2) Very light
and bendable ; 3) Constructed
with a top and a one-piece sides
and bottom: and 4) Totally nonmagnetic .
It is not necessary to elaborate
on the fine work the SPCA
carries on in this community and
it is certainly in great need of
direct monetary contributions.
The SBA presently has the
support of the Environmental
Law Group in this endeavor and
it is hoped that many individuals
and Law School organizations
join with us in aSSisting a needy
charity by protecting our
na tural surroundings.
If you have any suggestions or
want to help please come by the
SBA office.

LIGHTFOOT TOBACCO COMPANY

& HEAD SHOPPE

Next to Wil1iamsburg fbttery on Rt. 60 West

classes, and it seems a fair
By Jim Margolin
definitional ambit of the words
inference to believe a similar
of " any of a major group. " The
TITLE : On the origins of the
situation existed for our earlier
traditional ' law school sports
first
questionable
term,
law students who named the
"saprophytiC, " is an adjective
team name, Fungus:
team. Everyone would admit
which refers to obtaining food by
The closest legal terms to
that " mildew" during the rainy
absorbing dissolved organic
Fungus
a re
fundamers
season in Williamsburg strikes
(meaning "we found ," in the
material. A synonym for
everywhere and everything and
"absorbing" is " assimilating,"
corporate sense ) and fundus
thus this definitional term
(meaning " land"). They would
which the human body certainly
requires no more discussion
does with food, and therefore by
not seem to hold any special
here . We turn now to an
this definitional device (a U.C.C.
sporting significance, nor any
examination of the final terms.
favorite) , it is obvious that
obscene innuendo type of
"saprophytic" is a proper and
connotation. These being the
" Smut" (please pardon this
functional qualifier of the major
normal formulative areas for
choosing a team name, the
group to which the early student discussion due to necessity ) is
" material treated obscenely or
historical researcher must look
athletes belonged.
elsewhere for the true origin.
The next words "and parasitic felt to be morally fouling." Now,
lower plants" would also , on confidentially, it is known that
Webster 's defines Fungus as
"any of a major group of
first glance. seem improper to one of the early team members
describe a group of law students. dated an early Law School
soprophytic and parasitic lower
plants that lack chlorophyll and
However, common sense and Dean's daughter. After this the
includes molds , rusts, mildews,
judicial rules of construction information is spotty , but he
smuts , mushrooms , and usually
require more than a mere apparently read to her from his
bacteria." A close ex..?mination
cursory glance and decision . Tort book on the topic of loss of
of this definition, using the
Therefore. closer scrutiny of consortium, got her curious and
customarly methods of statutory
their meaning must be excited, . . . well, you can
imagine the rest. Anyway, his
interpretation, is quite revealing
undertaken. As we all also
friends all called him "Smuts"
regarding the issue of whether
learned in Legislation (alias
the Fungs derivation could
after news of the event leaked
Marty Z). the words " and" and
indeed be an outgrowth of this "or " are sometimes used
out, and thus we know of its
Websterian
fungus ,
and interchangeably. Thus , the
application to, and the reason for
therefore applicable here.
incorporation by implication
phrase , "saprophytic and
The threshold issue here, of
within the team's name. And the
parasitic" may not be the
course. is whether such a
next word "mushrooms" means
conjunctive it appears. Using
definition could be applicable to
"to well up and spread out," and
the maxim "Noscitur a sociie"
Fungus members. As we alii which means that associated
read in light of the word "smut"
know from Legislation class last
around it (based again on
words take color from each
year , we do not use mere
Noscitur a sociis), w~ can infer
other where there is doubt as to
common sense in interpretation
that the mushroom effect
meaning, it becomes obvious
but use. rather , basic rules and
that here the intent of the
referred to befell the Dean's
doctrines. Perhaps paramount . athletes
daughter after her date with
(to
describe
among these tools is the
themselves) , plus the words in
Smuts - a further discussion
determination of intent. Intent
the definition already deemed
here would not be proper.
can guide those seeking true
. Finally, we look at the final
applicable (supra) to the
meaning of mere words. Here, athletes , require the finding that
words "and usually bacteria. "
the definition of Fungus, upon
in this case "and" means "or ."
"Bacteria ," unfortunately, is
first glance, would seem
Thus , used in the disjunctive, . present and afflicts animals and
with "saprophytic " fitting the
inappropriate to describe a
therefore is present in and on the
group of hum an beings (assume
human g roup , there is no
student body. The qualifier
argumendo: law students fit this
requirement that "parasitic
" usually" is easily satisfied
group) . However , the intent of
lower plants" refer to the group.
(es peciall y with people like
The next words "lack Smuts above) and the total
those initial law school athletic
chlorophyll " are obviously
pioneers was obviously to
concluding phrase is thus
satisfied by the human species
describe
themselves
for
consistent with the other
and the definitional exercise can
identification through use of a
definitional terms.
thus proceed to the words "and
team name. Therefore, any
include molds, rusts, mildews,
attempt to interpret the word
Thus, it appears from all the
smuts, mushrooms, and usually evidence, doctrine, and maxims
"fungus" as it is used in this
bacteria.
"Mold "
is
a
context must give great weight
that early law student athletes
"superficial often wooly growth . chose their team name with the
to the founders' intent and
.. on living organisms" and is
resolve any ambiguit·i es or
Websterian definition in mind .
doubts in favor of their earlier
easily satisfied therefore by the The
OrIgins
have
been
human beard and (or ) other successfully traced, and with
predisposition.
None would doubt that these
hair. " Rust" has a secondary little doubt can exist as to the
learn members fit within the
definition "to degenerate validity of this finding. Today~s
especially from inaction" - a
law team should go forth and
des c rip ti o'n u n d 0 u b ted I y compete with the pride and
satisfied by many of our spirit which the glorious name of
COME BY
colleagues after years of "Fungus " deserves .
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Plans Beginning NowFor '76 Exeter Program

MARSHALL-w"YTHE SCHOOL OF LAW

SPRING 1976

COORSE AND NUMBER

HOORS

DAYS

ROOM

INSTRUCTOR

102 Civil Procedure II A
102 Civil Procedure 11 B

8-8:50
8-8:50

MWF

MC
215

Anderson

3

Pe n ul~~an

3

104 Contracts II A
104 Contracts II B

9-10: 15
9-10:15

Me
215

Su llivan

3

1'Th

Br ~JO

3

106 Property 11 1..
106 Property II B

2-2: 5 0
2-2:50

!-MF
MWF

W2 0 0
TEA

Williamson
TEA

J
3

108 Torts II A
i08 Torts II B

9-9: 50
9-9::'0

MWF
MWF

MC
215

Walck
Purr

3
3

110 Administrative Law I I A
110 Administrative Law II B

7-3:15
<:-3: .... 5

TTh
11.·!I

MC
215

Wh i r.:J.~y

Collins

3
3

112 Legal Writing

TEA

IliA

'rBA

Dunah oo

1

201 Con. Law/ Fed. Sys.

11-l1: 50

Xi,

215

Why te

2

203 Criminal Law

1-1: 50

MWF

\./200

\./alck

3

204 Legal Profession

1-1:50

TTh

MC

Brion

2

303 Corporations

10:30-11:45
10-10:50

TTh
W

MC

Frank

4

305 Trusts & Estates

2-2:50

M1VTh

216

Furr

4

307 ce!lllllercial Law

9-9:5()

Ml'WTh

216

Brion

4

309 Evidence

1-1:50

M.-! F

216

Fowler

3

311 Federal Income Tall

8-8:50

MWF

21.6

Donaldson

3

313 Urban l..and Use

7: 35-8: 50

1'Th

215

Anderson

3

403 Con. Right:! & n"ties

12:30-1:45

1'Th

216

Swindler

3

408 Insurance

10-11 : 40

M

216

Fischer

2

410 Conflicts of Law

1-2 :15

l1W

215

SJindler

3

1l.-l2:15

TT

215

Brown

3

TTh

202

Fowler

3

412 · Modern Social Leg.
416 Family Law

HIT

TTh

CREe•.. T

F

418 Unfair Trade Practice

2- 2 :50
9-9:50
12-12:50

MWF

202

Collin~

3

419 Virginia Procedure

4-5: 15

TW

216

Zepkin

3

420 Modern Land Finance

11-12: 15

TTh

MC

Madison

3

422 Lega.l .!\ccounting

11-12: 15

MW

Me

Madison

3

425 Environmental Law II

9-10:15

TTh

202

Whitney

3

426 Trial Advocacy

1-5:00

W

MC

Powell

2

430 Criminal JUlitice Adm.

3-4:15

Tn·

R300

Williamson

3

433 Trdaark. Copyrght & Pat.

10-11:15

TTh

213

Rendleaan

3

435 Adv. Ada. Prac.

10-11:10

MW

202

Powell

3

437 Corporate Finance

10-10 :50

HWF

213

Schaefer

3

439 Jurisprudence

11-11:50

MWF

216

Lang

3

442 Int. Bus. Transactions

2-3:15

MW

202

Williams!
Tarleton

3

502 Labor Arbitration

3-5: 30

M

202

Whyte

3

508 American Legal History

3-5: 30

M

213

Lang

3

510 Environ./lnt. Law

12-12:50
12-1: 40 .

T
Th

202

Whitneyl
Williams

3

514 Leg. Ee. Probs Gov't R.

3-5:30

Th

213

Schaefer

3

516 Criminal Law

3-5:30

M

213

Dunahoo

3

540 Con. (, Foreign Policy

2-4:30

F

202

Spong

3

601 Legal Aid

TBA

TBA

TBA

Sullivan ·

1

602 Clinical Practice

3:15-4:55

Th

215

Warren

603 Law Review

TBA

TBA

TIIA

Whyte

1

605 Moot Court

TBA

TBA

TBA

Dunahoo

1

'I:::

607 Jessup Moot Court

TilA

IBA

·TBA

Williams

~~:

609 Legal Research

TEA

TIIA

TBA

WhytE'

1

~:~:

J!

::: :::: ::::0::::'"'

::

::::: :::::

702 Pensjon (, Profit Shar.

3-4:40
1-1:50

M

704 Estate P1anuing

12-12:50

706 Mv. Corporate Tn:.

~::

~!l
~1

~j

: II

215

TBA

3

MWf

216

DonAldson

3

9- 9 : 50

MW

213

White

2

708 Reorsanb.ations

9-9:50

TTh

213

White

2

710 Business Planning

1-2: 15

MW

213

Prank

3

716 Sel. Probleu in Tax.

TBA

TBA

TBA .

White

1-

T

m~

:::::::::::::=:=:::=:=:::::::::;::::::::::;::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::;:;:::::;:;:;:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:=:~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~:::::::;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;::::::::!;!:!:!;

For those members of the
Marshall-Wythe community who
are interested in continuing their
legal education during the
summer months but who do not
feel they would be able to
survive in Williamsburg, the
Summer Law Program in
England will be offered again in
1976.
An information meeting will
be held on Friday November 21
at 3 p.m. in the Coffee Bar. At
this meeting Professor Walt
Williams , the Director of the
program , will outline the
program and answer any
questions. Coffee will be served.
The Summer Law School is
conducted on the campus of the
University of Exeter in
Devonshire, England.
The Exeter loca tion is ideal
academically speaking in view
of the program's object of
providing an opportunity to
enrich
understanding
of
American legal institutions by a
comparison with the English
legal system . The University of
Exeter is the home of the Centre
for European Legal Studies and
the school offers pioneering
courses in the law of the
European Economic
Community.
Course Offerings
The eleven course curriculum
will be taught by a combined
staff composed of faculty
members drawn from the
Exeter faculty and visiting
professors from MarshallWythe.
Visiting professors from
Marshall-Wythe this coming
summer will be: Bolling J .
Powell,
who will
teach
International Conflicts of Law
and Administrative Procedure
and Practice; Harvey Frank,
who will offer courses in
Security
Regulation
and
Creditor'S Rights; and Elmer
Schaefer who will be the
instructor
for
Economic
Problems of Government
Regulation and Antitrust Law.
The other course offerings
are :- European Community LawGeneral
Principles,
International Law , English
Legal Systems and Legal
History, International Business
Transactions and Introduction to
Civil Law . These courses will be
taught by members of the
resident
faculty
at the
University of Exeter.
All courses are for two hours
of credit acceptable by
Marshall-Wythe and the ABA
towards completion of the J .D.
degree
requirements.
A
maximum of six credit hours (3
courses) may be taken during
five week summer session
which will begin on June 28 and
will end on July 3.
Scholarships Available
The total cost of the program
exclusive of transportation , is
$690 ; $350 for tuition , $315 for
room and board and $25 nonrefundable registration fee. To
defray that cost, plus the
estimated minimum round-trip
airline fare of $400, five full
tuition scholarships and five
partial tuition scholarships
($250) will be awarded based
academic
solely
on
performance.
Beyond these awards, which
will be open to all applicants for
the program , there will also be
four $1,000 stipends open solely

to those applicants from William
and Mary. Again these awards
will be made on the basis of
academic achievement. Two
will be given to rising secondyear students and two to riSing
third-year or
graduating
students. The deadline for
scholarship applicants is March
I, 1976; and April 1 is the
deadline for all other applicants.
More details on the academic
aspects of the program are
provided by the printed Bulletin
now available in the Dean·s
Office. Also available is an
Information Guide to Studying
and Living in Exeter which
outlines the non-academic side
of the program . Reference to the
Guide should be had for
information on such topics as
airfare and schedules, passports
and " Brass Rubbing ."

DTP Fraternity
Plans Activities;
Opportunities
Yes , Virginia , there is a Delta
Theta Phi Fraternity! MarshallWythe's newest and smallest
legal fraternity is alive and
doing well on campus. DTP
nationwide is comparable in
membership numbers to the
other legal fraternities . The
great alumni and national
organization support, when
combined with the small size of
our local , provides unique
advantages to the Delta Theta
Phi's at Marshall-Wythe.
Alumni support has been
overwhelming , providing the
local with an excess of necessary
funding and the advantages of
an excellent placement service
to law students seeking
employment.
Under no delusions concerning
its ability to compete socially
v.ith the " big boys" on campus ,
DTP members have consistently
turned to activities in the
scholastically oriented areas of
the law school experience.
Sessions on exam strategy and
study techniques have proven
quite helpful to incoming qaw
students. The DTP book awards
provide legal volumes to
outstanding first-year legal
writers. And, settling for quality
rather than quantity, social
activities such as the Roaring
Twenties Party have proven
outstanding.
Delta Theta Phi at William
and Mary offers exciting
opportunities to those few law
students who wish to guide the
progress of a small group with
unlimited national alumni
support and funding. If being a
member of a group with
hundreds of members and
limited opportunity for personal
distinction does not appeal to
you, consider Delta Theta Phi an
alternative , in a fraternity
system with precious few
alterna tives.
In an effort to discover more
about trial techniques and
courtroom tactics , Delta Theta
Phi at Marshall-Wythe will
present National Chancellor
Joseph DePaul, a noted
Washington, D.C., criminal trial
attorney speaking in an informal
discussion in the latter part of
November. Admission is free
and
open
to
all , and
refreshments will be served.

